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1. Introduction 

 
As an important resource for stimulating economic growth, building heritages conservation 
and sustainable development has received increasing attention. However, the contradiction 
between urban development and resource protection is still a common problem[1]. Especially, 
the sustainability of building heritages in the cold regions of China are continually confronted 
with severe challenges such as the extreme environments anthropogenic effects, as well as 
the challenges in the process of globalization nowadays. The core is how to effectively 
coordinate and optimize the relationship between the conservation of heritages and the rapid 
improvement of economy and tourism. The identification of the priority areas and strategies 
is the key to realizing the optimization choice of the conservation behavior and achieving the 
sustainable development of heritages surrounding-environments in the development of urban 
system. Many experts have proposed attentions to conservation behavior and use empirical 
analysis methods to study the behavior characteristics that influence the sustainable-
conservation of building heritages and their spatial environment, to seek a sustainable 
planning framework or to support for policy management[2
 

]. 

Nowadays, with the rise of the scientific paradigm shift and model theory, and the 
development of the spatial data, the use of the complex model of urban-system and their 
evolution analysis become one of the important researches of urban theory. Some experts 
have proposed the new science of heritages drawing strengths from complexity theory. The 
starting point is the conference organized and chaired by the two authors in Singapore on 
“Heritages Science as a Complex System” [3]. In the research they proposed the concept that 
in keeping with the spirit of the entire collection, to use the language of complexity as a 
lingua franca and observe heritages through the lens of complexity to study emergent 
properties in human-heritages-landscape systems[4,5

 

]. Some researches aim to address the 
question of how this acquirable knowledge can be linked to action (policy- and decision-
making) by public and private institutions (local communities, government agencies, 
international organization, corporations) in the framework of a new science for the systematic 
study of the principle and use of heritages through observation and experimentation. 

Though some advances have been made, most focus on individual building, and certain 
achievements have been made in the protection policies, laws and regulations, as well as 
individual building protection technology and methods[6,7

 

]. Existing planning strategies mostly 
biased towards individual buildings maintenance and renovation suggestion rather than from 
a comprehensive conservation to consider the factors differences between different heritages 
and their surrounding-environments. In addition, less attention is paid to dynamic changes in 
the conservation, behavior. 

Buildings heritages in cities is influenced by their immediate local environment factors such 
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as local microclimate condition: temperatures, wind speed, air pollution levels, noise, access 
to daylight, etc. which can result in significant impacts in the sust ainability of buildings 
heritages conservation. The heritages sites, their environment and function optimization are 
required to maintain a building heritage at acceptable local conditions. As well as the two-
way of information transfer between the multi-stakeholder in the relevant cultural heritages 
sites and the urban planner also results the dynamic interaction the performance of 
conservation approach. Therefore, combining the Heritages Impact Factor Theory (SHIFT) 
and behavior-oriented framework are the vital connection between quantification simulation 
and decision-making, aiming to provide a down- top approach[8

 
]. 

In this paper we typically referred these as Sustainable Heritages Impact Factors, these are 
largely anthropogenic, resulting from local agglomerations of density of buildings and 
population, behavior, activities, and occupant’s knowledge and values of a region. We aim to 
investigate and identify how heritages data can be distilled into knowledge, so as to support 
political decision-making with scientific methods and evidence to reinforce the identities and 
values of all stakeholders. 
 
Paper investigates the relative influences of three geospatial parameters by agents:  local 
environment, policy index, and composition of building types (based on their function, values 
and social preference) in 13 districts of Shenyang Province of China. Based on the dynamic 
simulation with the multi-agent system, each agent expresses its own characters with the 
activity and protective behavior. According to the results of ABM proposed in different stages 
with the model how to choose and how to coordinate the behavior of each agent in a system 
prospective were proposed, and the protective behavior strategies were also proposed. With 
the qualitative as well as quantitative results drawn from the analysis, this paper proposes 
specific suggestions on how to improve the sustainability of buildings heritages sites in the 
urban context. 
 
2. Method of Model Formulating 
 
The theory of complex adaptability system is the components of functional system, where 
single agents in the environment and playing individual roles in their interactions and 
coordination [ 9 ].  In the context of the system the Multi-agent simulation method is a 
technique for bottom-up modeling, providing an alternative perspective to those that can be 
attained by using optimization approaches. In agent-based simulations, system behavior 
emerges from the behaviors of interacting agents. Its advantages have been widely 
recognized by the experts, but the application of heritages conservation and simulation 
research has just started[10

 
]. 

Sustainable conservation of building heritages and their surrounding environment in urban 
system is a challenge, which needs an integrated research platform, and a common 
language. The decision-making of protection behavior in tourism destinations is a systematic 
decision-making process that links the executives of various behaviors. 
 
2.1 ABM Model Behavior 
As proved by exist research ABM is expected to contribute significantly to the study of 
behavior-environment interactions, and to provide a valuable tool for exploring the 
effectiveness of policy measures in city complex environments [11

 

].This characteristic of ABM 
makes it a practical approach for simulation of policy and meanwhile, revealing the 
effectiveness of conservation policy. 

The purpose of this research is to develop an agent-based analysis model for sustainability 
conservation of buildings heritages. This new environment is named CBAM from the initial 
letters of Conservation Behavior Analysis Model of building heritage. The new analysis 
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environment aims at revealing the possibility of reflecting implementation effects of this 
conservation policy by local city of northwest of China. 
 
An agent is an autonomous and potentially self-directed entity that is characterized by a set 
of attributes. Agents are situated in a system in which they interact with each other and their 
environment. The behavior of an agent is usually driven by its goals. The Multi-Agent-Based 
Modeling (ABM) method starts from analyzing the behavior of the individual agent, and 
modifying the behavioral characteristics of multiple agents through the system's rules, and 
the model will ultimately optimizes the system by conducting  different behavior selection[12]. 
It has been widely used in simulation studies of socio-economic-environmental systems such 
as land use, urban development, and group behavior analysis[13

 
]. 

We attempt to conduct simulation of conservation behavior strategies of building heritages 
through ABM in order to reveal the possibility of ABM on analyzing  the implementation 
effects of promoting policy. The policy includes allowances for hierarchical and classification 
coordination system of conservation behaviors is established by ABM as shown in Tab-1.  
 

Table 1: Conservation promoting policy in famous historical and cultural town or village. 
OBJECT 
CATEGORY  

POLICY description 

Building 
Heritage 

Characteristics The traditional pattern and the historical style and features are preserved in 
the buildings 

1. protection principles, protection contents and protection scope; 

2. protection measures, development intensity and construction control requirements; 

3. requirements for protection of traditional pattern, historical style and features; 

4. core protection scope and construction control belt of the famous historical and cultural block, 
town or village; and 
5. a phased program for implementing the protection planning. 

Agent Apply Agents 
category 

Environmentalist, Researcher, Residents,  government agencies, Tourist 

Behaviors 
Index 

Intent, Current satisfaction, General behavior preference value, Conversion 
behavior preference value, Behavioral preference index 

Surrounding 
environment 
 

Characteristics 1The cultural relics preserved there are particularly rich;2 The historical 
buildings there are clustered;3 The traditional pattern and the historical 
style and features are preserved there. 

1. descriptions on history and development, local characteristics and historical and cultural value; 
2. status quo of traditional patterns and historical styles and features; 
3. Define protection scope; 
3. requirements for protection of traditional pattern, historical style and features 
4. core protection scope and construction control belt of the famous historical and cultural block, 
town or village;  
Agents 
category 

Environmentalist, Researcher, Residents,  government agencies, Tourist 

Behaviors 
Index 

Intent, Current satisfaction, General behavior preference value, Conversion 
behavior preference value, Behavioral preference index 

   
2.2 Description of  CBAM 
 
In our research the decision-making of building heritages conservation is a systematic 
process of decision-making that links the performance of various behaviors. The foundation 
of multi-agent simulation is that each agent has the abilities of both behavior learning and 
adjustments, such as the historical buildings and their surrounding environments, tourists, 
enterprises, residents, local governments, are all in the large city system which have multi-
hierarchy and dynamic interactions. Based on the interaction between various agents and 
the environment, the environment is link to the building heritages sustainable conservation 
behavior of multiple individuals in a complex urban system (Fig. 1). 
In CBAM each building heritages and their surrounding environment will be further defined by 
a series of special attributes. Agent will make decision on new conservation strategies based 
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on the conditions of environmental historical culture and socio-economic as well as the local 
policies. Before conservation strategies are readjust,  government agencies will firstly 
evaluate the utility and condition of current building heritages location. This process will 
produce a satisfaction evaluation of current building heritages condition location and hereby, 
decides the readjusted desire. 
 
Therefore, this paper investigates the relative influences of three g eospatial parameters by 
agents: local environment, policy index, and composition of building types (based on their 
function, values and social preference) in 13 districts of Shenyang Province of China. Based 
on the dynamic simulation with the multi-agent system, each agent expresses its own 
characters with the activity and protective behavior, taking protection behavior preference as 
the interaction points. By analyzing the behavioral characteristics and interactions, this paper 
aim to build a multi-objective behavioral decision-making framework and to analyze the 
differences in conservation behavioral preferences of different agents from the micro-level 
and their impacts on building heritages and surrounding environmental systems. Then this 
paper explores the behavior characteristics of the overall behavioral decision-making of the 
conservation system, and compare with three different scenarios to optimize the selection of 
sustainable conservation behaviors for building heritages. The results are supposed to reveal 
the scientific and dynamic differences in decision-making for sustainable conservation of 
building heritages. 

 
Figure 1: Cconceptual illustration of four interactions in ABM 

 
In this work ,instead of using real persons as individual agents, five types  person including 
Tourist Environmental practitioner  government agencies, tourism practitioner Residents 
are defined as different behavior agents. Physical condition of building heritage and social-
economic condition of their surrounding area are defined as agents in CBSM and behavior 
agents can make decisions after comprising with the attributes of conservation evaluation-
indicators for single or groups of building heritages.  
 
In CBAM, the rules of behavioral constraint are determined by three levels: the target level 
(behavior requirements), the criterion level (behavior preference), and the measure level 
(decision and measure).CBAM-ABM ranks the importance factors that influence decision 
making and builds the behavior decision-making matrix to select conservation behavior. 
Multi-agent simulation is an optimization for static analysis process, emphasizing the 
adaptability and micro-dynamic changes of the behavioral system from a macro-perspective 
with considers the interaction of the objects and agents[14

 
].  

The CBAM system consists of three layers, input variables, behaviors evaluation and output 
variables (Fig.2). The first layer is“Input variables” including the behavioral characteristics 
of the agents that directly influence the evaluation of behavioral performance, including 
surrounding environmental factors, natural environmental conditions, historical culture, and 
socio-economic conditions；The second layer is behavior evaluation which mainly indicates 
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the behavioral preferences and influence intensity of different agents under certain conditions 
including tourists, urban planner, government authorities, community residents under certain 
conditions. The output variable layer reflects the optimization and adjustment of the system 
behavior after multi-agent simulation, which is the result of behavior decision. 

 
Figure 2: Four steps for the implementation of CSAM- ABMS model 

 
3. Study Area and Data Description  
 
3.1 Testing and Validation in Shenyang province 
 
Shenyang, as capital city of Qing Dynasty, has many cultural relics and historical sites. 
Shengjing palace, known as "Forbidden City outside the Forbidden City", is a symbol of 
Shenyang's famous city. Although Shenyang has been rated as a "historic city" in recent 
years, owing 10 historical and cultural blocks, 46 national first level protection buildings and 4 
traditional folk villages, there are still a large number of quasi historical buildings which have 
been seriously damaged in the rapid construction of the city. Since 2011, Shenyang has 
strengthened the investigation and appraisal of historical architectural heritage and Archival 
Protection and archival work, and 113 new historical buildings have been added to the 
historical buildings. However, these historical architectural heritages are widespread in poor 
use because of the unclear number of Shenyang quasi historical buildings, the lack of the 
main body of the implementation and the improper protection measures. In order to 
accurately analyze the protection and utilization of Shenyang's historic building heritage and 
its surrounding environment, this paper takes Wu Jia Village in Shenbei as the specific 
investigation and research area(Fig.3). 
 

 
Figure 3: Study Area 
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Located in the north of Shenyang, Shenbei Wu village is a gathering place of historic 
architectural heritage and traditional villages. The research area ranges from 123 degrees 
16'to 48' in the east longitude, from 41 degrees 54'to 42 degrees north 11', with a total area 
of 70.2 hectares. Shenbei Wu village is located in the cold area. The annual average 
temperature is 7.8-9.0 ℃. The average temperature in winter is -12 ℃, and the lowest 
temperature in winter is -35 ℃. The cold climate is likely to threaten the frost damage to 
historic buildings, and many existing historical protection buildings have no modern facilities 
such as heater or air condition, resulting in a decline in the utilization rate of historical 
protection buildings. Without the utilization and maintenance of human beings, historical 
protected buildings are hard to maintain properly. 
 
3.2 Description of  executive system of conservation behavior 
 
The behavior execution system is divided into five types of agent: tourist, environmental 
practitioner, government agencies, tourism practitioner, residents. There are different 
characteristics in behavioral preferences for each agent due to the differences in 
conservation motivation and desires. Based on the evaluation of the significant priority of 
various behavioral preferences, and the feedback（influence） of environmental condition, 
economic, and social factors of the system sort the importance of conservation strategies 
and improve system behavior accordingly (Fig. 4). 
 

 
Figure 4: State Diagram for Conservation Behavior Analysis Model of building heritage 

 
3.3 Description of  behavioral preferences 
 
CBAM has a series of spatial attributes, which will be inputted in the beginning of simulation, 
and agents can conduct satisfaction evaluation based on the spatial attributes of their 
locations. The mechanical models for evaluation on agent can be satisfied with current 
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environment condition of building heritage according to questionnaires as description below. 
For collecting data, we estimated the necessary coefficients using the questionnaire carried 
out in Shenyang province,in which 382 persons were selected to be the 
inquisition object, collecting 330 valid questionnaires, with 86.4% efficiency. In which 190 
questionnaires were selected form community residents and 56 are from l Tourists, 
researchers, government agencies administrators, urban- conservation practitioners. The 
content of the questionnaire involves the demographic characteristics, the conservation 
willingness of different career groups, and the satisfaction about the current conditions of 
building heritages and surrounding environments, and the intention of tourism development. 
Then we process and analyze the valid questionnaire by applying SPSS, according to the 
rulers of calculating scores. According to the analysis of sample data, the intention, 
satisfaction and behavior preference have strong correlation with conservation behavior of 
different agents which can be used as evaluation indicators of behavior preference. Since the 
values of behavior preference of each agent are impacted by the difference of sample weight, 
structure and individual decision, this paper builds the intensity of behavior preference model. 
 
The behavior preference value is calculated as below: 
 

 

 

 
 
As shown by the equations, variable Si stands for the satisfaction preference of the 
respondents  i’ s current building heritage condition . aj is a vector of behavior preference 
coefficients value to variable j, which obeys the order in Tab-1. In addition, i indicates the 
willingness to protect and the satisfaction of current building heritage condition, which obeys 
the order from the survey sample data of each agent, the willingness degree of each factor 
was divided into 0-1(1 indicates the strongest, 0 indicates the weakest).  
 
In order to avoid the influence of the sample size, we select 5 expert evaluation teams which 
are consisting of geography, urban planning, and tourism economics to score the relevant 
behavioral preferences of each agent group. The average of the expert scores is taken as 
the weight of the different sample indicators. Finally, the weights of the questionnaires and 
experts are averaged to obtain the weight values of each sample. The results are showing in 
table 2 as below： 
 

Table 2: Preference with the object of conservator behavior in research site 

Agent 
behavior 

Index 

Tourist Environmental 
practitioner 

 government 
agencies 

 
Tourism 

practitioner 
Residents 

 Experts 

N-Sample 
56 

N-Sample 
31 

N-Sample 
15 

N-Sample 
38 

N-Sample 
190 

N-Sample 
30 

Willingness
（0-1） 
index 
weight 

0.42 0.89 0.73 0.87 0.69 0.76 

0.20 0.28 0.26 0.31 0.22 0.31 

Current 
satisfaction
（0-5） 
index 
weight 

4.02 3.17 4.10 2.50 3.21 3.56 

0.34 0.28 0.46 0.35 0.32 0.41 
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3.4 Description of  weight setting for the index of behavior impact  
 
Wu Jia Village is a typical Manchu area, with a history of more than 400 years. Most of the 
original residents were Manchu officials, belonging to the Huangqi. At that time, many 
officials' mansions were built, as well as some relative public buildings, including the 
government buildings, banks, post offices and leisure places in Manchuria. There are 5 
buildings on the historical architectural heritage list in Wu's village. In addition, there are 
more than 20 buildings to meet the conditions of the historical architectural heritage 
according to the author's local investigation. These buildings are generally divided into three 
categories. The first type contains the well-preserved and in-used buildings, which still 
maintains its original building function, including 1 government office buildings, 2 Yanghang, 
2 small post offices, 2 school buildings and 5 private residences. The second contains poor-
preserved but still in-used buildings, including 8 private mansions, which have been reformed 
as commercial buildings like restaurants, cafes and shops. The third contains abandoned 
buildings, including 1 reclaimed Yanghang, 1 broken small post offices and 6 damaged 
private houses. 
 
The behavioral preferences of different agents and the difference in satisfaction with the 
current conditions of building heritage and their surroundings are the rules for conducting 
impact evaluation of conservation behaviors. In the evaluation, the strength is calculated 
according to the interaction of input variables and behavioral preferences. Based on the 
principle of combination of qualitative and quantitative, we build the behavior intensity model 
by the method of analytic hierarchy process. 
 
3.5 Utility of CSAM  in Netlogo Urban Space 
 
At present, the government departments have not put forward the protection and Reform 
Opinions on the quasi historical architectural heritage, except 5 history buildings in protection 
list. In the investigation, aborigines have deep memories and feelings about these buildings, 
and propose that the traditional architectural patterns and cultural atmosphere have influence 
on the surrounding areas. But in the past rapid construction, at least 30 old buildings have 
been demolished, and the original courtyard style has changed into a modern apartment, 
according to the aboriginal people. They urgently hope that the government can protect or 
transform the remaining old buildings, so as to preserve the cultural characteristics of the 
Manchu region. 
 
CBAM is tested in Netlogo platform and three scenarios are simulated.  Netlogo is chosen in 
this project because it has many functions, such as scenario-based analysis, GIS 
(geographic information system) environment, agent-based model[ 15

General 
behavior 

preference
（0-1）
index 
weight 

]. Furthermore, this 
program is free in public domain and also has several extensions to link with other programs, 
such as statistical program R, numerical computing environment MATLAB. The first one 
focused on the model behavior of building heritage conservation by ignoring any policy 
adjusted influences. The other one inputted the policy influences in the simulation to conduct 

0.25 0.59 0.65 0.47 0.28 0.55 

0.32 0.27 0.46 0.25 0.33 0.23 

Conservati
on behavior 
preference 
（0-1）
index 
weight 

0.22 0.90 0.65 0.58 0.62 0.85 

0.18 0.22 0.20 0.30 0.16 0.21 
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the interactions between policy implementation and community residents’ responses. For 
considering the impact of planning policy, we define the spatial planning information and 
behavior information based on the typical urban form of Shenyang China. All the spatial 
information and building heritages information are taken as external conditions for the 
simulation model. This study concerns a urban space of 2500 cells (50 x 50) where each cell 
measures 500 m x 500 m. This hypothetical city has the characteristic of  the investigation 
city of Shenyang. The land use zoning is based on the ratios of different land use types 
reflecting local urban plan in Shen Yang . 
 
4.  Model Result Analysis  
 
4.1 Model Result 
 
Based on the requirements of Netlogo set behavioral preferences for each agent, and the 
input variables will refer to the value of sample weight, protection behavior impact and 
condition factors. The optimization results of conservation behavior of multi-agent systems in 
each stage are obtained in Table 3. Stages 1 to 5 are five different stages of building 
heritage development. Stages 1 is the baseline scenario output of current data. Stages 2 to 5 
are based on the conservation of building heritage and the tourism development policy, and 
the changes in weight of each agent are adjusted according to the policy of the tourism 
development.  
 

Table 3: Stage of optimization results of conservation behavior of multi-agent system 
Agent System Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 

Tourist (F1) 0.26 0.15 0.34 0.40 0.55 
Environmental 

practitioner (F2) 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.15 

 government agencies 
(F3) 0.14 0.22 0.12 0.18 0.18 

Tourist practitioner (F4) 0.30 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.30 
Residents (F5) 0.43 0.45 0.26 0.21 0.15 

Order of protection 
behavior 

F5＞F2＞F3
＞F4,F1 

F5＞ F1, 
 F2＞ F3＞ F4 

F1,F5＞F4＞ 
F2,F3 

F1＞F4＞
F2,F3,F5 

F1＞F4＞F2, 
F3＞F5 

Selection of system 
behavior F5 ,F2, F3 F5 ,F1, F2 F1 ,F5, F4 F1 ,F4 F1 ,F4 

 
 
According to the order of conservation behavior, Netlogo recalculate the input parameters 
and achieve an optimization state of system behavior choice (Fig. 5). 
 
4.2 Scenario analysis 
 
A. Scenario One：baseline scenario without policy adjusted influences. 

 
Based on different stages of tourism development, there are obvious differences for decision-
making of conservation behavior. At different stages of heritage conservation, the agent 
weights are adjusted in Netlogo. Stages 1 to 5 indicate that during the tourism development 
period, the weight of the tourists increases, and the weights of other related agents will 
change accordingly, and show strong correlation. Therefore, the conservation planning 
should focus on the prediction of behavioral decision-making, propose a scientific subject 
system to protect behavioral decision-making, and formulate differentiated protection action 
strategies according to different tourism development periods. 
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B. Scenario Two ：Community residents as the significant factor in conservation period. 
 

The expectations of community residents around the architectural heritage for tourism 
development will affect their attitude towards heritage protection. Community residents play 
an increasingly role in the balance of tourism development and conservation of architectural 
heritage. 
 

 
  Figure 5: Graphs /Plots in Netlogo 

 
The results show that the impact of positive tourism related to building heritage impact on 
residents' satisfaction is significantly stronger than that of negative impacts. The action of 
community residents in the conservation of building heritage and surrounding environmental 
is the most significant. Tourism development enhances community residents’ recognition of 
local history and culture. Therefore, the community residents should play a leading role in 
tourism development and conservation of building heritage by motivating of community 
residents. In the early stage of conservation planning of building heritage, government 
agencies should promote the mechanism of participation of community residents. We should 
actively follow up the mechanisms of community participation and deal with the relationship 
between development and protection.  Government agencies could establish appropriate 
community participation policies to ensure that community residents can benefit from tourism 
development and participate in the conservation of building heritage and environments. 
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C. Scenario Three ：The behavior choice of the agent in different characteristics of attitude. 
 

Different from physical buildings and environment, residents  are the behavioral perspective 
of building heritages . Each building heritage is evaluation by their  government agencies 
who decides when and how to retrofit the building heritages. Different  government agencies 
has different attitudes towards building conservation retrofit. It can be seen from Table 2 that 
external factors such as economic and social development level, and environmental 
conditions of  government agencies will cause different effects on individual agents and have 
greater impact on environmental conservation. The differences in cognitive behaviors of 
different agents have a greater impact on the initiative of behavioral decision-making.  
 
For example, the behavior of environmental experts is scientific and plays an important role 
in formulating specific measures for the conservation of historical and cultural buildings. The 
behavior of the  government agencies play the  coordinating roles as an optimization role in 
tourism development and the conservation, management of the local building heritages. 
Their attitude concerns on the economic benefits brought by conservation behaviors. The 
results indicate the differences in protection of investment, strategies implementation. 
Therefore, the impact of government decisions on the conservation of building heritages and 
the surrounding environment is increase in the whole period. Taking the Shenyang as an 
example, the conservation behavior of building heritages is at the basic level in the early 
stage of tourism development. It is close to nature, architecture and culture. The 
development is in the middle stage, the awareness of conservation behaviors enhanced, and 
the conservation strategies are continuously optimized. 
 
5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
The research of sustainability of buildings heritages should consider the effects of spatial 
dependence when dealing with sustainability conservation at urban scale. Or at least, the 
immediate local environment factors should be analyzed to build spatial correlation in the 
process of urban development and heritages conservation. 
 
Agent-based-model ABM can be a powerful tool to study the emergent properties in human-
building heritages-urban developmental systems that typically have strong interactions. The 
hierarchical and classification coordination system of conservation behaviors is established 
by ABM. The decision-making conservation behaviors of every agent and system is 
intervened dynamically in the complex system. 
 
In summary, the paper highlights how comprehensive and systematic research of heritages 
sustainable conservation becomes important for dynamic innovation in urban evolutionary 
processes in the coming anthropogenic era, during which decision-making and behaviors is 
becoming the dominant influence – not only in climate and the environment, but should 
mutual promotion collaborative visioning for the future. 
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